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The Classic
Northwestern College Summer, 1983
Prof. Ralph Mouw Retires After 36 Years of Service
(See stories inside)
EDITORIAL
Professor Ralph Mouw is retiring after 36 years of service to his alma mater, Northwestern. We have
dedicated this issue of The Classic to him. Many of you have known and loved Prof. Mouw, whether you sat
in his class or worked with him on campus or community committees and projects.
To honor him, Northwestern has set up a Ralph Mouw Scholarship Fund to provide financial assistance to
students; many of his former students have already contributed. Even those who are still in graduate school
and not able to give large amounts have sent checks for five or ten dollars. One alumnus sent a dollar for
every one of Ralph Mouw's 36 years of service. We urge you to send your contribution now, so you can be
listed as one who honors this great Christian teacher; the amount you send is not as important as the fact
that you add your name to the long list. Let's make this a fitting tribute by the thousands who have been
influenced by Prof. Mouw. Wouldn't it be great if ALL his former students and colleagues made sure he saw
THEIRnames on the list? Please send your check, marked "Ralph Mouw Scholarship", to the Development
Office, Northwestern College, Orange City, IA 51041.
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Don Vander Stoep
Becomes Alumni
Director
Effective August 1st, Don Vander Stoep will assume the respon-
sibilities of Director of Alumni Relations. In announcing the
appointment, Dr. Radandt said: "I know you will join me in assuring
Don of our prayers as he goes about making Northwestern's alumni
relations program one of the highest quality. I am thankful that
again and again the Lord sends our way people who are dedicated
to uphold Northwestern's goal to be a Christ-centered institution
of quality higher education and who are capable of helping us meet
that goal. Certainly, Don is one of those people."
The Classic asked Don to make a short statement; here it is:
I am looking forward to August 1 with excitement and
anticipation as I face the challenge of becoming the
Director of Alumni Relations. In 1977 I had the privilege
of working with the first National Alumni Board
and since then I have seen much growth and
excitement in the involvement of alumni
across the nation.
Be proud of what Northwestern is; it is your college!
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Professor Ralph Mouw:
"Super Faculty Man"
Professor Ralph Mouw is retiring after 36 years of service. The length of his service to Northwestern
can be measured, but the breadth and depth are immeasurable.
At a recent Recognition Dinner, Professor Gordon Brumels, who has been Ralph's colleague in the
Mathematics Department for about 20 years, presented RalRhwith a chaise longue and a bound
collection of letters from former students. Here is an edited version of Gordon's remarks.
I have here a Faculty Handbook. In this book is everything
you ever needed to know in order to be a good faculty
member. However, we're here to honor Ralph Mouw who was
kind of a "super faculty handbook" long before and since this
handbook was written. Most of you know Ralph and think
you have some idea of what he has contributed to
Northwestern College and thousands of students. I intend
to tell you things you don't know about Ralph.
Ralph has received considerable recognition as an out-
standing person and an excellent teacher; however, there
have been many services of his which have been taken for
granted or were unknown. I intend to tell you about them.
My theme is "Ralph Mouw, Super Faculty Man".
The handbook emphasizes that a faculty member's main
function is to teach. I first found out how seriously Ralph
took that responsibility when I went to the dentist shortly
after moving to Orange City. When the dentist found out that
I worked with Ralph, he told me students had told him that
you just couldn't fail in Mr. Mouw's classes, because he kept
after you, cajoled you, threatened you, helped you, and simply
insisted that you learn. If he were not his students' keeper,
he was at least their caretaker, and insisted that they produce.
A student woke one morning in Colenbrander Hall to find
Ralph shaking him and telling him to get up and get to his
first-hour calculus class. He had been sleeping through that
class too often, and he wasn't producing, so Ralph did what
seemed necessary to him - went after him and got him up for
class. Another student found out about Ralph's concern when
he showed up at the hospital to give this student with a leg
in a cast his calculus lesson for the day. This continued for
over a week, as I remember.
During the first semester of the school year, when he had a
14-hour teaching load, he was just as patient as at any other
time with the steady stream of students that came to his office
for help in the afternoon. There was no one more available
to students than Ralph. I heard him answering the same
questions over and over again. He was just as patient with
the last student to ask the question as with the first. If you
want to know why he never went to the Student Center for
coffee during the day, it was because it took too long to walk
there and there might be students waiting tor him to return.
I got hired, not because Ralph complained about his tv-hour
teaching load when he alone was the Math. Dept., but
because the North Central Assn. said that in order for the
college to get accreditation they had to have a second person
in the Math. Dept.
lance saw a summary of evaluations by one of Ralph's
classes. Every student in that class had rated him as "one
of the best they had ever had."
The Faculty Handbook discusses Institutional Service. Are
you aware of how often Ralph has been asked to be on the
tough committees? A couple of years back, in spite of a
limitation that faculty members were to be on one or, at most,
two committees, Ralph was involved in five or six committees
or task forces simultaneously throughout the entire year.
These were a combination of faculty committees, ad hoc task
forces and special presidential committees. He was also timing
all the football and basketball games and scoring for local
track meets, as he has done for years. Incidentally, he has
become known as the "fastest finger in the West" amongst
timers. You can tell he's a good timer when Y0t! notice how
many times he can get the clock stopped With Just one or two
seconds on it. He is highly regarded by officials and coaches
in the area.
Ralph Mouw 1948
Ralph Mouw 1983
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I'll bet most of you think the position of faculty marshal
is an honorary position with not much work involved. Two or
three weeks before the end of the semester, I hear Ralph
two-fingering away at the typewriter, and I know he has begun
the process of lining up the seniors for graduation. He
believes this task is much too important to be entrusted to a
work-study student. I estimate he spends at least ten hours
during those last hectic weeks of a semester arranging the
Iln~-uP, contacting standard bearers and honorary ushers,
giving them instructions, checking up on everyone who has a
part in getting the program set up and organized. Then, he
spends a morning meeting with seniors. instructina and
practicing with them. After that, he has the honor;f runninq
off Baccalaureate and Commencement. When there is an
inauguration of a new college president, the process is much
more complex and takes considerably more time.
Over the years his Institutional Service has taken other
forms. He used to go to the gym every night to unlock it and
return to lock it, so students could shoot baskets. When)
first came to Northwestern, he was the Dean of Men in addition
to teachinq 16 or 17 hours a week. I remember hearing about
those nights when the Fire Marshal would come to town to
order a fire drill in Colenbrander. The Fire Marshal would
keep the students standing outside for half an hour while he
harangued them about various deficiencies in their fire-drill
procedure. Ralph was standing out in the cold with the students
while this was happening. One other notable part of his job
was to conduct a surprise inspection of the rooms of the men
students. This would take the better part of a week, because
he ~orked it in between his classes. (I don't think they were
looking for beer or pot in those days - probably girlie calendars
or some such thinq]. I'm sure I can't begin to remember all
of th~ kinds of institutional service he performed, but a couple
of things come to mind. He has been faculty representative
to our athletic conferences and for the NAIA for as long as
we've had one. He served as president of the conferences
several times. I expect that most of you are unaware of the
influ~nce he has had on college policies and practices. College
presidents and deans have regularly stopped in his office over
the ye.ars, consulting him and depending on his good-natured
and wise counsel. I can't tell you how many Board members
have stopped in before Board meetings to find out what the
state of the college was. If Ralph said things were going well,
they knew they were. If Ralph said there was a problem in
some area, then that was something to look into. I honestly
feel that we will all be on trial now that Ralph is leaving. To
many, as long as Ralph Mouw was at Northwestern the college
was on the right track. With Ralph gone, we'll have to prove
ourselves.
Most of you are aware of educational fads which usually
last a few years, a few months, a few days, or a few minutes.
A few years ago, the CMA had a Faculty Development Seminar
on faculty mentors - how an older faculty mentor should take
a younger one under his wing and show him the ropes.
~aturally, they had an elaborate process, involving released
time, objectives, procedures, etc., to bring this about. I was
immediately impressed with how dumnb Ralph and I were. Here
he had been my mentor all these years, and we didn't even
know the name for it, much less could we describe it; and we
didn't get paid for it. He just did it out of a natural concern
for me. Later on, with some grant money, the college formalized
the process for a year or two. Ralph was still too dumb to get
any of that grant money. He just did it, and continues to, just
to help.
The Faculty Handbook says things about community
involvement. Does service as chairman of the county draft
board for twenty or twenty-five years (with all of its heartache)
count as community involvement? Service making floats for
Tulip Time? Serving on the Steering Committee? Moving stage
scenery? Putting up the gazebo for the Queen's viewing stand?
Church service? Elder, Sunday School teacher, Vice-President
of th.e Consistory, church historian, catechism teacher, prayer
service leader - everything in church but choir director? Do
these count?
The Faculty Handbook calls for support of the chapel progam
of the college. Ray Weiss wanted me to tell the candidates
for Ralph's position that they were replacing the most faithful
chapel-attender on the faculty. Day after day, week after week,
year after year, for 36 years. Students get 10 cuts per semester.
I doubt it Ralph has taken 10 cuts in 36 years. I make it sound
as if it's a chore or burdensome, but Ralph never looked at
chapel that way. He always regarded it as an opportunity to
worship or learn more about a Lord he loved and served.
Ralph hasn't been alone in service to the college. His wife,
Genevieve, raised three children on a faculty salary considerably
lower proportionally than anywe live on. She probablywondered
why Ralph didn't take the opportunities he had to leave
Northwestern for better-paying positions. In addition, she
devoted many hours to Faculty Dames, Women of Northwestern
and Women's Auxiliary. At countless football and basketball
games she sat alone. How many students did she entertain?
How many batches of fudge did she make? Did you know that
every student in Ralph's class gets a piece of fudge before
their final exam? I don't think Ralph makes the fudge. I haven't
spoken about Ralph's integrity, loyalty to Northwestern, good
thoughts of everyone, but I'm sure those of you who have had
any contact with him are aware of them.
There is one last facet of his service that I want to tell you
about. There is nothing in the Faculty Handbook that says you
must be sparing with college finances. However, everyone of
us kno~s that the college never has excess funds. When you
travel With Ralph on college funds, you drive rather than fly,
and you stay at Motel Sixes. His only excess is to eat at
Chinese restaurants. Another example of his reluctance to
spend college money occurred around 1965. The college Dean,
Joe DeVries, came to us and asked if there was anything he
could do for the Math Dept. He said that we never asked for
anything, so, if there was anything we could use, he'd get it
for us. Ralph didn't say anything; but I was new, so I said
"Sure. I'd like an overhead projector." That's how the Math.
Dept. got its own overhead projector. I thought Deans came
around like that regularly, so I began to think of things to ask
for the next time it happened. You know, that never happened
again, and I believe that was the last thing we ever asked
for in the Math. Dept. We did get some other things, though.
A student bought us a $400 electronic calculator when they
first came out, paying for it with a tithe from some summer
seed-corn profits. An alumnus bought us a $500 programmable
calculator. That illustrates their esteem for Ralph - that
they would ask to do something for him.
Further evidence of that esteem is this book of letters that
math and science graduates have sent as a tribute and farewell
to Ralph. (See box for some quotes from these letters.)
Ralph Will teach a trig. class for us into November and time
the home football games before he and Genevieve head for
Florida, so he isn't completely retired yet: in fact, we expect
to see him around here for many years to come. We offer our
best wishes at this time as he officially retires, but we know
his love for and association with Northwestern will continue.
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Students' Letters
From Jim Mouw, Ralph's son, Class of '68
I'm sure all your students found your influence positive; that's
doubly true for me because we were together not only in the
classroom but in everyday life as well. It isn't very often we get
a chance to thank our parents openly as adults for what they
contributed to all our lives, so I take this chance to say thanks
for all the years of help, guidance, understanding, strength
and, yes, education as well.
*****
From Doug Van Berkum, Class of '62
I came to Northwestern planning to become a teacher;
history was to be my field. I drifted into college algebra to
satisfy the math. requirement. It was during that freshman
year that you made math. fun and challenging. Your expertise
as a teacher led me to change my major. Your weekly quizzes
were just the discipline I needed; to this day I use the same
teaching strategy with my own students.
*****
From Ed Aronson, Class of '73
On my first calculus quiz r received a score of seven out of
a possible twenty one. I was a math major! I came in to talk to
you about it. You asked, 'Did you study for the quiz?' Math.
had come easy to me in high school, and I hadn't studied'
much. Your question challenged me to change; I realized an
effort had to be put forth if I were to do well. I also remember the
Lay Witness Mission in Wisconsin when I had the privilege to
be in your small group. What an influence you had as I saw
and heard how Christ is the key to your life. Thank you for the
many good times.
*****
From Craig Van Kley, Class of '73
You certainly meant a great deal to me as a math. teacher.
Your example has been an inspiration to me. You have obeyed
the Master's call to follow Him. Thank you for all your efforts
and may God bless you.
*****
From Wayne Vermeer, Class of '61
You were a great influence in my life. You were a person
who never waivered in your beliefs. I looked up to you
because of your strong faith and stability. There was never a
doubt in my mind that you were a God-honoring man who
loved the Lord. There was never an uncomfortable feeling
while in your presence, because I could sense your acceptance
of me as a person regardless of my classroom performance.
I always appreciated your concern, your seriousness and, at
the same time, your ability to have a good laugh with us inside
or outside the classroom
Your example always serves as an inspiration and a challenge
to me as I stand before my classes, I hope and pray that I may
be the kind of example to my students that you were to me.
*****
From Barry Brandt, Class of '69
I've always felt that you are one of the people who exemplifies
the best of what Northwestern really is. I know you're a good
teacher; even when I wasn't in one of your classes you took
the time to help me with the math. class that I was in at the
time. You always seemed to know and take an interest in all of
the students. You were always caring and honest. Everyone I
knew had respect for you. I never heard a single complaint
about you as a teacher. Being a teacher myself now, I see
that as quite a tribute to your abilities. You've always pro-
jected the image of enjoying and caring about Northwestern.
Your were always present at and helping all the sports
activities; as a participant in several of those activities, I can
tell you we noticed your presence and support and appreciated
it greatly.
Ralph Mouw sits in chair Northwestern presented
to him last year for long service.
Colleagues'
Letters
"Professor Ralph Mouw was providing quality education
in mathematics thirty years ago when I arrived on North-
western's campus as a freshman. He represents that
balance between Christian integrity and academic excel-
lence which has made Northwestern College a stimulating
community lor learning and a launch pad for young leaders
who desire to serve in their chosen fields as Christ's servants.
We are indebted to his investment both in individual lives
and to this institution of Christian education."
-Dr. Lyle Vander Werff, Class of '54
Professor of Religion
"I'm grateful for the opportunity of working with Ralph
Mouw. He has set a fine example as a Christian for his col-
leagues and students. Many lives are richer because of his
service at Northwestern. May he and his wife, Genevieve,
have many fruitful years of retirement."
Harold Vander Laan.
Registrar
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Ralph Mouw Reflects on Last Fifty Years
Ralph Mouw is a modest man who does not spend a lot of time talking about himself. He was recent!y
persuaded to submit to an interview by the local newspaper; Ralph also spoke recently to the Women s
Auxiliary. Here are excerpts from the interview and speech.
A little over 50 years ago I became a student at Northwestern
Classical Academy. I can still remember my instructors, and I
hold them in high regard. I graduated trom the Academy in 1936
(Ralph did not mention that he graduated with honors and was
class salutatorfan- Editor). Our campus consisted of Zwemer Hall
and the relatively new Science Hall (the Science Hall of those
days consisted of our Chapel and the Computer Center). While
Iwas a student the college suffered one of its greatest tragedies
when tour women students and an instructor drowned. I still
remember seeing five hearses going side by side down the
town's main street. I believe that tragedy helped form North-
western's character. Northwestern cares about its individual
students; it cares about their problems, rejoices in their
successes and, even after they leave, continues to follow their
progress. When we get our Classic we turn first to the Alumni
News section; we want to know where they are and what they
are doing.
While I was a student here times were hard. There was very
little money available, so many instructors were paid with
produce, or sometimes with promises (which could not always
be kept). One instructor had to live where he taught - in the
basement of Zwemer Hall! Many students worked to pay tuition;
I swept Zwemer, so I still know every nook and cranny!
I look back with tremendous pride on the quality of the
education I received at Northwestern. Many of the things that
made my life rich and fulfilling can be traced to my experience
as a student.
Northwestern is an excellent place to find a spouse. I met my
wife here, and she has been my strength and light ever
since. It's another reason I'm thankful to Northwestern. She
graduated from the Academy when I graduated from the Junior
College in 1938. She used to save a place for me on the school
bus each morning. She lived near Middleburg and I lived on
a farm four miles from Orange City. I had to walk a mile to
the point where the bus stopped. Our first date was at a
party given by Harold Colenbrander.
I graduated from Hope College with a mathematics major
in 1940. In 1941 I joined the Army and served until 1945.
Genevieve and I were married in 1943 after I received my
commission as an officer. My wife has always been the quieting
influence; she's thought enough of me to correct me when I
should be corrected. She has always been supportive; we
make the major decisions together. She's been very, very
active in college and church affairs.
When I went into the Army, I didn't expect to be in long, but
I served from 1941 to 1945. I went overseas and took part in
the 1944 invasion of France. I was certain I wouldn't live through
D'Day. I was leading my artillery unit; we were so green. We
landed in five feet of water with our heavy guns. We were
struggling up a causeway, and we were being fired on. I had
taught my men to dive for cover, but in the heat of battle I failed
to take my own advice. Because I lived through that day I
dedicated my life. I felt that I was called to be a teacher. I
was determined that I would be a witness. I felt the best place
would be a Christian college.
I got an offer from Sf. Olaf's College, but Or. Jabob Heemstra,
who had been the president of Northwestern Junior Colfeqe
when I was a student, persuaded me to join Northwestern's
faculty. That was in the fall of 1947, after I had received my
master's degree from the University of Iowa.
In 1947, times were rosy for Northwestern. For the first time
in twenty years a new building was going up on campus. It
was immediately south of Science Hall and it was three stories
high. Dr. Heemstra said the entire lower floor would be devoted
to Math. and Physics, and I began teaching in Room 109 in 1948.
Dr. Heemstra was a very determined man, and God used that
determination to keep Northwestern alive during the difficult
years. The establishment of the Junior College was approved
by only a two-vote margin at General Synod, and it faced a
a depression soon after it was born. Dr. Heemstra gave up his
own salary on many occasions. He did many jobs; the president
of the college even had to fuel tne furnace! By the time he
retired in 1951 the college had grown and was fully accepted
by the Reformed Church.
Genevieve and I found Orange City an ideal place to bring up
our family. Jim, our eldest, was born while I was at the University
of Iowa. He and Edwin, our other son, were math. majors at
Northwestern, so they were in my classes. Sandy, our daughter,
is also a Northwestern graduate. Jim teaches mathematics at
the high school in Iowa Falls. Edwin taught mathematics for
a few years, but is now in computers, with United Hydraulics
in Hampton, Iowa. Sandy has an MA in Physical Education
from the University of Wyoming. She met her husband while
teaching in Paullina, Iowa. He is a farmer, Doug Carlson. We
have seven grandchildren, six of whom are boys.
I have been blessed with an ability to recall names. There
are very few students I have had whom I cannot call by their
first names when they come back as alumni. A lot come to see
me. It tickles me when they walk in and say, "I don't suppose
you remember me", and I call them by their first names. One
of the things I'll carry with me always is the knowledge that
the love of God flows through people of all sizes, all shapes,
all ages and all colors. I feel every class I've had contributed
to my growth. When young people come into my office,
something they say often helps me to understand better what
God means to them; it helps me to appreciate how God works
in their life and how He works in mine. I feel that the 36
year I've spent at Northwestern have been a time of growth
for me.
Surprisingly, I'll often have students who are not in my class
visit my office to find encouragement. Many people with
difficulties, some of them faculty members, stop in for advice.
I think they see my long service here as giving me a kind of
solidness. My advice certainly may be fallible, but they are
interested in knowing how I feel, then they can go their own
way. I believe I know how to ask questions that make them
think; I'm not even aware that I'm doing this. I don't often
answer a question directly; I usually answer by asking another
Question. In fact, that is the way I try to teach. I encourage
the thought process. I maintain that if you ask yourself the right
questions you will learn.
Teaching has been a most enriching experience. When you
look at the students you've had, and you see the positions
of leadership they have taken, you can only be thankful for
the part you have played. When they come back and talk of
the joys, you can share in them. That's the greatest reward
there is, to be close to them; they are just like one of your
children. A teacher has an extended family. You have to be
willing to spend time with your students. I have always begun
my day by 7:30 in the office; I'd take an hour for lunch, then
stay until at least 5:30. I wanted to be available. My philosophy
is that my primary purpose for existence is to serve. The glory
does not belong to me, but to God.
(Editor's note: Ralph may not be going to the office at 7:30
next year, but he will be busy. He and Genevieve have. a
home in Florida and will spend December through April
there' he may teach a math course in Florida, and he and
Gene~ieve plan to start a Bible study there. The rest of the
year will be spent in Orange City. Ralph loves to garden.
He will continue to be active in church and community
affairs. He says he is willing to help students whenever
he is needed, and he is still studying; he is learning
computer languages and skills! "I'll never be at a loss for
something to do," he says).
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GI- 1941
Faculty Marshal· 1983
When Duty Calls,
Ralph's on Parade
Tulip Festival - 1983
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Students Visit Elderly,
Listen to Their Stories,
Use Them as Basis for Tales
Professor Michael Vander Weele's English class visited elderly residents of homes in Orange City to gather
material on which to base tales. Four tales were selected for publication in The Classic: two were published
in the previous edition; here are two more. (See Professor Vander Weele's comments at the top of the next
page.)
THE COMBINE
By Kathi Opgenorth
The traffic on the street, the motor of a lawnmower, and the
ticking of a neighbor's water sprinkler seemed to contrast
with the purpose of my visit. I was chatting with Mr, Dejong
about the way life was when he was a boy in the year 1911.
"Life was simpler then," he said. "One didn't need all these
modern contraptions that you see today. We had to do a lot
of things on our own without machines, and a young fellow
grew up knowing what hard work really was!"
As I stepped into his garage, he grasped my arm firmly so
I wouldn't stumble on the crack in the cement. His eyes
sparkled, even in the shade, as if the youth he was to tell
me about was still inside this 80-year-old man. I'm sure those
eyes also caught the attention of many young ladies during
his youth.
Hanging on the wall were many things that seemed awkward
and strange to me. Mr. Dejong handled them with ease as
he demonstrated how each one worked. I was particularly
amazed at the skill and coordination that it takes to use a
corn husker. This simple device was replaced by the combine.
One cannot fully understand the purpose of the combine
until he has lived without it.
The sun broke the cool morning air with its fiery rays. In
the nearby shed a rooster crowed to announce the beginning
of another day. The silence of Iowa's flat, northwest terrain
was broken as movement on the farms began.
Nelson was among those wakened by the rooster. As he got
out of bed, he recalled the activities of the day before and
knew that this day would be no different. He grudgingly pulled
on his thick woolen underwear, his heavy pants and his
cotton shirt.
Nelson realized he was a little late getting ready, because
he heard his older brother, Doug, leave the house. It was their
job to fetch the cooking water from the pump. By the time
Nelson came downstairs, Doug had already brought two
buckets to the house. Nelson hoped his father would not
notice his tardiness.
The smell of baked bread, frying eggs, and juicy sausage
told Nelson that breakfast was almost ready. When he and
Doug finished bringing in the water, they scurried into the
kitchen. As they crossed the doorway, Nelson bumped into his
father. To Nelson's surprise, the only thing his father said
to him was to wash-up before he sat down. Nelson could eat
with comfort the huge breakfast set before him.
Dishes clanged in the kitchen, and the oven door made a
thud as Nelson's wife shut it. "Push a button and your roast
is done. Turn a knob and before ya know it, there's water
comin' out of a pipe. Now, there's not much work involved
in that, is there?" Nelson said with a snicker in his voice.
"But, now I shall continue my story."
It was 5:30 a.m. by the time the workers had made it out
to the fields. There was still a cool breeze in the air, but
Nelson and the others knew that it wouldn't last for long.
Nelson put on gloves specially made for husking corn. He
tightened the strap around his wrist to secure a tiny, but
important, hook. By the time the horses were hitched to the
cart, the workers were ready to go.
The husked cobs pounded into the cart, bouncing off the
raised side and landing in the bottom. Nelson never saw the
cobs hit the bottom because he was continually looking for
another cob to husk. That morning, he and the others would
husk about 4,000 cobs. Hands were constantly flicking, and
eyes were always moving. Sweat was pouring from their
foreheads after only one hour in the field.
As he put on the gloves, his big hands twisted their way
into a snug fit. They were the hands of a true worker, calloused
by many years of field work and farm chores. They were big
and strong, yet they were gentle enough to calm a frightened
horse or to plant a dainty flower garden.
He picked up a cob with one hand, hooked it with the other,
and flicked off the husk. "Did ya see that? ... Once more in
slow motion," said Mr. Dejong. "If you blink, you miss the whole
thing." He smiled as he demonstrated.
The days were long and tiring. For four weeks all Nelson
thought about was getting to the next cob before the last
one hit the cart. He couldn't afford to let his mind wander and
think of his girl, Betty Lou. He didn't even consider courting
her during that time. None of the guys even talked about
playing catch with Doug's ball when they were done working
for the day. Four-thirty a.m. came mighty early, and the nights
were spent resting their sore muscles and weary eyes. They
saw corn all day, they got corn stuck in their hair, and they
dreamt of corn when they slept. They were with corn from sun-up
until sun-down.
Working for fourteen hours a day for six days a week made
Sunday THE day of rest. Sundays were usually a good time
to chat with your neighbors after church or visit with your
sweetheart in Sunday School. Betty Lou would just have to
wait for those Sunday afternoon walks that she enjoyed so
much with Nelson. Sleep was the only thing all the boys had
on their minds, so the other girls were lonely too.
There is one day Nelson will never forget. The neighborhood
farmers had bought what they called a combine. It was a new
machine that was designed to take the husks off of the corn
cobs. Nelson's eyes nearly popped out of his head as the
"monster" moved onto their field. It rattled and groaned as
its large wheels flattened the corn stalks. Amazingly, it
stripped the cobs of their husks. Nelson couldn't remember
a more thankful day.
Next to the special gloves on the shelf, there was an old
telephone, some rusty buckets, an oil lamp and some handmade
tools. On the ceiling there was an electric light, and in the
driveway there was an automobile.
Mr. Dejong grasped my arm once again and led me into
his house. As we made our way into his comfortable living room,
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Prof. Michael Vander Weele writes:
In one of the tales which appeared in the last issue of The
Classic the writer modelled the teller of her story on a resident
of the Heritaqe House in Orange City. As one who assigned
the writer her task, I want to say that the students who were
given these assignments were told they could fictionalize
details of the story or the setting; indeed, they were not
allowed to take any notes while visiting the story tellers.
The only requirement for the students was that they try to con-
vey the emotional impact of their session with an older story
teller. I believe my students cauqbt a little of the magic that
is produced when old and young get together. It would be a
mistake to say that they tried to describe what the Heritage
House is all about. Without the cooperation of the Heritage
House staff this project and the very important education
it provided .:vould never have been poss.ible. I wish to co.m-
mend them for their cooperation and their care for the residents
of the Heritage House.
I couldn't help but think how one's life could change so much
because of the way that everyday tasks are done. The changes
from using a pump to using a faucet, an oil lamp to an electric
light, a crank to an automatic starter or a "corn-husking
glove" to combine are truly amazing.
TRANSFORMATION
by Linda J. Terpstra
It seems impossible that a life could be so transformed
that you would not think me the same person today as I was
so many years ago. I was at the vulnerable age of 16 when
disaster struck my family's farm. Our house and some of the
other farm buildings were blown to pieces by the brute force
of a tornado's fury. Almost everything we had was lost, including
all my prized possessions. There was very little that was
salvageable. At the rebellious age that I was, I became very
bitter at my God, blaming Him forthe hardship that had befallen
us.
It was at this time that Mrs. Smith found me. Many of our
neighbors had come to help clean up the mess that the storm
had created, and among them was feeble old ~rs. Smit~. I
was angry at her because I fell she had no business being
where she would only be in the way. I tried to avoid her, but
she saw through me. She could see the hurt that was plaguing
me, and she knew she could help. She helped me find the
key to living life to the fullest.
As we walked down the cow path to the pasture, Mrs. Smith
told me her story. It was early in April, just before Easter,
when the fire broke out, she said. As a student at Central
College, she got up early for breakfast just like everyone
else. Breakfast was an important, almost social, daily function.
It was a time for the guys and gals to be together before the
long day of classes began. On that day, the air was filled with
anticipation. Everyone was excited because it was the last day
of classes before a long-awaited Easter break: three weeks of
no studies. As many of the students walked out of the
cafeteria, they saw flames shooting out of Scholte Hall, where
all their classes were held. Terror struck as the students
grasped the reality of what was hapoeninq. Flames, s~e .sald,
were bursting out of every door and Window of the building.
No one knew quite what to do. Some began to cry, but most
ran to try to help extinguish the flames that were rapidly
engulfing the building. Most of the morning was spent trying
to keep the fire from spreading, and then drowning the ashes
so that nothing else coming into contact with the slowly dying
embers would burn. Exhausted and grief stricken, most simply
stared at the charred remains of what had once been their
school.
That evening, as the shock finally wore off, the talk began.
Old Mrs. Smith paused for a moment. The reality of what she
was about to say shook her
" 'How could God have done something like this to us?' I
lamented. My friends tried to console me, but to no avail.
I rejected everything I had been brought up to believe. My
God had left me, and I was not about to give him a second
chance.
"As everyone went home for Easter, the Administration was
left with the question of what to do. Had it been the end of
the semester, they would have done the rebuilding during the
summer, having had some time to raise a few funds. Because
it was the middle of the semester, there were complications,
All of the students had paid their hard-earned tuition, and
most were not willing to give that up because of the fire.
After a lot of prayerful consideration, it was decided to rebuild.
But with what? The only possibility, on such short notice, was
to chip away all the mortar from the charred bricks left by the
fire. The question of who would undertake this task was a
simple one. If the students wanted to continue their education,
it was necessary to help.
"I had no choice but to help," Mrs. Smith said, grimacing
at the memory of the work involved. "I didn't make the task
easy for anyone else. I complained and bitched through
every agonizing minute. Chipping the charred remains of
mortar from the bricks caused callouses, scrapes and many
scratches. Mine were always worse than everyones else's,
Whenever there was an opportunity, I would pretend to work,
or simple take my time so that everyone else was cleaning at
least two bricks to my one. My friends tried as hard as they
could to make me realize that there was a plan in all of this,
and that God was watching over us evev minute. I had decided
that nothing good would ever come out of an ordeal as horrible
as that. My attitude continued throughout the semester, and
it got so out of hand that even the guy I had fallen in love
with couldn't accept the bitterness and rebellion that had
grown inside me because of the fire.
"Before we left each other for the summer, my boyfriend
told me that I had the summer to overcome my feelings of
bitterness, and, if by the beginning of the new year I hadn't
changed, then there would no longer be anythinq between us.
The last thing he told me was to pray, not blaming God as I
had been doing, but asking Him what good might come out
of this experience. I loved him so much that I finally broke
down and prayed as he asked. Nothing quite so exciting has
ever happened in my life. The changes took a long time in
coming, but I found that God had brought my b?yfriend and me
much closer together spiritually, and that our lives together
had meaning and purpose.
"We were married soon thereafter, and for 30 beautiful years
we lived our lives for God. I did not blame God when my
husband died, because I knew that he had gone to a better
place. I know I will see him again someday."
That was the end of Mrs. Smith's story. You may wonder how
that could affect my life. I soon learned that my rebellion
was only hurting myself, and that I was going to lose a lot
of people I really cared about because I was blaming God for
something he had purposed.
Mrs. Smith didn't live long after the tornado that struck
our farm but I know that she is now reunited with the man
who turned her life to the One who could turn it around.
(Editor's note: This tale IS based on a story told by the late Fern Smith Rowenhorsl.)
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Grad Serving Lepers
Praises Northwestern
Tom Behrens ('81) is thrilled about what God is doing in his
life. He writes: "It is exciting to be part of American Leprosy
Missions (ALM), whose commitment is to God and to caring for
the people He created."
Tom is Executive Assistant to the President of ALM. He says
he is responsible for all areas of the organization's business:
marketing, finance, administration, personnel and relations
with the board. He assists the president with planning, research
and adminstrative decisions, acts as a liaison with other
organizations and attends meetings as the president's personal
representative. He really enjoys making speeches on behalf of
ALM.
In speaking about his education, Tom gives credit to North-
western for preparing him for his "ministry" with ALM and for
his personal life.
He writes: "It has been eight months since I've finished my
graduate work at the American Graduate School of Inter-
national Management. Even now looking back to my preparation
at NW, I find the education academically to be excellent, but
more importantly, the development of the whole person,
spiritually, socially, and physically, as well as academically,
to be the strongest asset at NW.
My ministry with the American Leprosy Missions is a chal-
lenging position as well as educational in respect to missiology.
It is an honor to serve God with an organization that is the
voice of the estimated fifteen million leprosy sufferers in the
world today, who, for various reasons, are tossed aside, for-
gotten, and treated unjustly in our world. They are a hidden
people who need Christ's love shown to them, not only in
healing their physical needs, but healing their spiritual and
social needs as we!l."
He also says Northwestern prepared him academically for
a demanding course of study at the American Graduate School
of International Management, where he received a Master's
Degree in 1982. He says his college experience gave him the
tools he needs, and that he draws upon his experience in
Northwestern's residence halls, classrooms, organizations,
Bible studies and intramurals program. He learned a lot from
his relationships with other students, and he says that all
of his experiences at Northwestern have enabled him to
continue to grow and learn and deal with people, whether at
work, at church or in his community.
Tom could have had an outstanding career in business or
industry; he chose instead to serve lepers throughout the world.
At the conclusion of his letter replying to the Classic's
request for information, he quoted Psalm 86:
"For Thou, 0 Lord, art good and forgiving,
Abounding in steadfast love to all who call upon Thee."
Dr. Girod Says NW Demonstrates
What Christian College Should Be
Dr. Gordon Girod visited the campus in March and spoke in
chapel. Dr. Girod has pasta red churches in Michigan and
Illinois; he is now retired, but is in demand as a speaker.
He has written a number of books. Here are excerpts from an
interview with him:
CLASSIC: What are your impressions of Northwestern?
OR. GIROD: Northwestern is what people think a Christian
college should be.!n most instances they are sadly disappointed
when they visit colleges they think are Christian, but I don't
think they would be disappointed if they came here. I have felt
some things that are intangible; you pick up an atmosphere,
even in a short visit. There is an atmosphere of faith among
the students, faculty and certainly in the president. I have met
him before a couple of times. With him, Christianity is not only a
conviction but a way of life. I would say that in the faculty,
students and administrators I have met I sensed immediately
that Christ has a real role in their lives.
CLASSIC: What do you see as the role of the Christian college?
DR. GIROD: I hope Christian colleges will send out the leaders
of the next generation. If their college has a strong influence
on their spiritual lives, they will answer our country's greatest
need.
CLASSIC: Private colleges are facing financial problems. How
can this problem be solved?
DR. GIROD: I don't think the government should have a role
in private education. The role of the government is to establish
and maintain order in society. I don't think the Bible teaches
that government has a role in education.
CLASSIC: Northwestern is fortunate to have very strong
financial support from the churches.
DR. GIROD: I think that if people in the states of Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin could come here and see what
I have seen, your support from them would multiply. The lines
of communication need to be opened. There is a lot that people
in those states do not know about Northwestern. They feel
it is like other colleges, but I was pleasantly surprised to find
that it is not. It has a sense of commitment and purpose you
just don't find elsewhere.
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Results of Trips:
Security, Maturity
The Classic recently interviewed two students who spent a
semester in Europe; Linda Terpstra, a junior from Lynneville,
Iowa, spent a semester in the Netherlands, and Charlotte
Sikkema, whose parents are missionaries in Africa, spent
a semester in France. Here are excerpts from the interviews.
I was living in a small town called Nordvick, right on the
North Sea, and I attended classes in Amsterdam and Leiden.
My grandfather was born in the Netherlands; my mother's
parents both speak Dutch. At the end of my freshman year
I decided to take Dutch.
The whole experience of being in a foreign country and
living with people and being a part of their culture will affect
my whole life. One of the biggest differences I saw was the
freedom to go everywhere because of the excellent public
transportation system; young people can go to theatres and
museums because they are easy to get to. Their schools take
students to museums, and the students have more cultural
experiences than we do; they appreciate the arts and have a
greater understandinq of them than American students.
I took courses in art and architecture, in Dutch culture and
in Dutch society. I would like to go back and teach in the
International School in Amsterdam or the one in The Hague.
They are English-speaking schools, but they teach Dutch;
they are for the children of Americans working in the Nether-
lands, but some Dutch students attend.
If I had to give advice to those who plan to spend a semester
abroad, it would be: study the language as intensively as
possible before you go. If I had done that I would have enjoyed
myself more, because I would have been able to communicate
more effectively from the start of my visit. I urge students
to go abroad for a semester or even a year; they will do a
lot of growing. When I came back, my family and friends said
I was a more secure person. I had been on my own and had
discovered that I could handle it. I also appreciate the arts
a lot more because of my experience. I'd really encourage
others to do it. It was a great experience.
I went to a school called the Alliance Francaise in Paris,
which is geared toward foreign students. For the first two weeks
I lived in a "pension", which is a kind of boarding house. Then
I found a family and lived with them as an "au pair". That meant
I worked in return for my room and board. There was one
child in the family. I picked him up at school and watched him
until his mother came home from work. I also cleaned and
ironed. I worked for two or three hours a day. I had weekends
free. In the mornings I commuted to school by bus; I studied
in the evenings. The school is in the center of Paris, on the
south bank of the River Seine. It was a nice area, near the
Gardens of Luxembourg.
In addition to learning the language, I learned how to do
things on my own and how to deal with people from a different
culture.
Many of the students were very different from me; the family
I lived with were not Christians. I didn't have a lot of Christian
fellowship, and I had to rely on God; I learned to trust Him
more. He showed His love by pulling me through the times
when I was depressed. I learned more about myself; it was a
really growing experience. I learned that you can be friends
with students who are not Christians and still not do all the
things they do. It is hard to make friends with the French,
because they are kind of cold towards strangers, but I made
friends through the school and I did meet some people
through the family I lived with. I met one Christian; she was
from a college in Texas and her parents are missionaries
in Africa.
It is easy to stay with people who speak English, and it is
easy to be so overwhelmed by the differences that you don't
get into the French language. You have to force yourself to
become part of the culture and to speak French.
Growing up as I did, I learned how to study. I was able
to resist getting caught up in travelling and doing things
tourists do. I was interested in seeing some parts of France,
but many students tried to travel all over Europe. I saw a lot
of students wasting time and money. I took a course in
Seventeenth Century literature, and courses in grammar,
phonetics and pronunciation. I also studied French civili-
zation and took an independent study course in which we
visited interesting places in Paris and its environs. There were
many other courses available in poetry, drama and art.
I would like to work in a mission in a country where French
is spoken. I would like to go back to France if the Lord leads
me there; I saw many real needs there.
My experience matured me. People see a change. They
say, "Char, you know so much more about things now." I feel
more mature; I learned to be more independent. I know now
I can do things on my own.
Potter Doubles as Builder of Kiln, Wheels
"Would you like me to throw a pot for you?" Gerry Punt asks
with a smile. Without another word, already deep in con-
centration, he takes a rather large portion of clay, pats it into
a round ball, places it on a potter's wheel and in less than
eight minutes transforms it into a skillfully-crafted pitcher.
Gerry was an instructor of ceramics and sculpture during
1982-83, while Rein Vanderhill was on sabbatical.
He says practice is the key to being a good potter. "It's
a repetitious type of thing," he explains. "It's such a Quick
process that, if you have to think about technical things, you
don't have time to concentrate on the form."
He has been a great benefit to the college this year, for
he built a kiln and six potters wheels. He says he has designed
several different types of kilns, and he hopes someday to
build them all. He explalns that the outdoor kiln he built for
the college "happened to be the one most conducive to the
school's needs."
The kiln, made from firebrick and heated with natural gas,
contains 44 cubic feet of usable space in which to fire pots.
Such a kiln would normally cost as much as fifteen thousand
dollars, but Punt estimates he built it for less than two thousand.
He has no specific style for his art. "A lot of my stuff borders
on being functional," he says, "but my moods change before
I develop any real continuity." He feels that the college's
ceramics program has become functional. "We have facilities
that work," he says. "We have everything we need to produce
pots, and we also have time for personalized teaching."
His interests extend beyond kilns, potters wheels, and
cereramics; he is builing a canoe out of redwood strips. He
also enjoys trying new things. After graduating from Sioux
Falls College in 1978, he spent three years travelling around the
United States, never staying in one place for more than a
month. He has held a variety of jobs: migratory fruit picker,
carpenter, college instructor.
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Former President Asks Northwestern
"What Will You Do for an Encore?"
Over 80 guests attended Heritage Day
on May 6th. Heritage Day honors those
who are committed to securing the
future of the college through planned
gifts.
Dr. Lars Granberg, a former president
at the college, gave the keynote address,
entitled "What Will You Do for an Encore?"
He recalled the dreams of the founders,
who believed Northwestern could one day
rank with the finest colleges in the land.
Dr. Granberg congratulated Northwestern
on its accomplishments, tracing its
Dr. and Mrs. Granberg with President and Mrs. Radandt
50-Year Grads
Gather, Give
The Junior College Class of 1\333 and
the Academy Class of 1933 celebrated
their 50-year class reunion on the campus
on May 6 and 7. Festivities began with
the Heritage Day Luncheon on Friday
noon, with former Northwestern College
President, Dr. Lars I. Granberg, speaking.
Later in the afternoon, college students
conducted a tour of the campus for the
guests. Dr. and Mrs. Friedheim Radandt
entertained all of the guests at an evening
luncheon in their home prior to the
Baccalaureate service on Friday even ing.
On Saturday all of the 50-year graduates
in attendance participated in the
Commencement processional and were
officially recognized during the
Commencement exercises. The 1933
graduates in attendance were: Junior
College Class: Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Aalberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Rens, Augusta Vander
Haar Doorenbos and Rev. and Mrs. Henry
Vermeer. Academy graduates attending
were: Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Aalberts, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Boersma (Edna Vander
Schaaf), Mr. and Mrs. Roy De Boer
(Mildren Vanden Bos), Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard De Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Duven, Mrs. Laura Vander Schaaf Lensink,
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad t.uvrnes. Mr. and Mrs.
John Reinders and Mrs. and Mrs. John
Starkenburg.
The Northwestern Classical Academy
Class of 1933, the "on-year grads", have
shown their support for their alma mater
in a wonderful way. Shortly aftey they
visited the campus for Heritage Day and
Commencement. they mailed a letter,
signed on their behalf by Ed Aalberts. Here
is the text:
Dear President Radandt,
The Academy Class of 1933 wishes
to demonstrate its support by making a
contribution. The enclosed check for
$50.00 each from the nine members
who attended the reunion are symbolic
of the 50 years we have lived to enjoy
the rewarding influences of North-
western on our lives.
We thank you and your staff for the
exciting time we had. It was a great
day for a great class. We had fun!
The money is undesignated. Should
there be an appropriate project that
would be significant, I'm sure the class
would like that.
Sincerely,
Ed Aalberts
The contributions from the nine members
of the Academy Class of '33 have been
designated for the Centennial Challenge
Campaign, which will be used to finance
the new Technological Learning Resource
Center now under construction. This
center will contain the very latest
computer, audio and video equipment,
which will provide outstanding facilities
for students and faculty, including access
to a computerized library catalog.
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development from a Classical Academy
to a Junior College and then to a four-
year Liberal Arts College. He suggested
that its future be buttressed by wisdom,
courage and joy.
He asserted that no one can keep up
with the rate at which knowledge is
expanding, and he warned of the dangers
of becoming overwhelmed by information
and being unable to sort out what
is important. Wisdom, he said, requires
discernment on which sound choices can
be based. He stated that Northwestern has
always operated on the premise that
wisdom is derived from fear of the Lord.
Dr. Granberg called for courage, so that
Northwestern may avoid the dual pitfalls
of drifting and digging in. He recom-
mended constant self-appraisal as a
requirement for moving ahead.
He reminded his audience that joy does
not come at the end, but may be
experienced while the end is being
sought. It arises, he declared, from
quiet confidence in God.
He closed with a prayer that, in these
difficult times for private colleges, God
will give Northwestern wisdom, courage
and joy as it takes its place among the
finest Christian colleges in the United
States.
Junior College Class - 1933
L to R: Alfred Aalberts, Gerrit Rens,
Augusta Vander Haar Doorenbce,
Henry J. Vermeer
Academy Class - 1933
Standing L to R: Edwin Aalberts, Bernard
De Cook, Mildren Vanden Bas De Boer,
John Starkenburg, Howard Duven.
Seated: Edna Vander Schaaf Boersma,
Laura Vander Schaaf Lensink
Centennial Ends as 159 Graduate,
Nine Alumni Receive Awards
Rev. Jerome De Jong gives
commencement address
Northwestern graduated 159 students
at its 99th commencement exercises on
May 7th. The commencement also
marked the close of the centennial year.
Rev. Jerome De Jong gave the
commencement address, entitled "What
Do These Stones Mean?", and received
an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree
from the college.
Northwestern also honored nine of its
alumni at the commencement exercises.
Named as Centennial Year Honor Alumni
were Rev. Henry Bellman, Rev. Douglas
Groen, Dr. Leo R. Landhuis, Dr. Richard
Mouw, Arloa Muilenburg, John Muilenburg,
Dr. M. Samuel Noordhoff, Frank Van Der
Maten and Wayne Vermeer for out-
standing service in their fields.
Rev. Henry Bellman graduated from
Northwestern in 1912 and has served
as a missionary and pastor. Rev. Douglas
Groen graduated in 1962 and has been a
chaplain in the U.S. Army for 16 years.
Dr. Leo Landhius graduated in 1954 and is
Arloa Muilenburg
an ophthalmologist. Dr. Richard Mouw
graduated in 1959 and is a professor of
philosophy at Calvin College. Arloa
Muilenburg graduated in 1939 and has
taught in the Maurice-Orange City
schools for the last 34 years. John
Muilenburg graduated in 1958 and is an
executive with 3M Company. Dr. Samuel
Noordhoff attended Northwestern in
1944-45 and is Chairman of the
Department of Plastic Surgery at Chang
Gung Memorial Hospital in Taiwan. Wayne
Vermeer graduated in 1961 and has
taught in the Sioux Center Community
Schools for 21 years. Frank Van Der
Maten attended Northwestern in 1937 and
taught violin at Pasadena City College;
he also builds and repairs stringed
instruments.
Music for the commencement exercises
was provided by the Concert Band under
the direction of Dr. Ronald Toering and
by the A Cappella Choir under the
direction of Kimberly Utke Schouten.
John Muilenburg
Dr. Samuel Nordhoff
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Wayne Vermeer
Dora Glysteen, who is gg and the
olde.st NW graduate, receives a
plaque from Dr. Radandt at the
Heritage Day celebration.
Dr. Glen Hegstad, Associate Professor
of Biology, visited a variety of sttes in
Missouri during Spring Break, including
abandoned coal, zinc and lead mines. He
enjoyed an all-day caving expedition at the
Ozark Underground Laboratory in Ocean
Springs, Mississippi, and he visited the
Gulf Islands, the Delta-Breton Wildlife
Refuge at the mouth of the Mississippi
River and a Louisiana swamp. His vivid
memories include palmetto palms, swamp
oak, snakes and lazy alligators in the
swamps; blind salamanders and rare bats
in the caves; dolphins cavorting alongside
the research Vessel, Hermes; and a big
dinner of shrimp dredged from the bottom
of the Gulf of Mexico. He was participating
in a field trip called "Rambling Down to
Dixie" sponsored by Dr. Wayne Marty of
Westmar College.
*****
Eight faculty members participated in
the Faculty Development Workshop in
Sioux Falls on April 15 and 16. The
workshop is held bi-annually under the
auspices of the Colleges of Mid-America,
an association of ten regional colleges;
the topic was "Computer Literacy".
Coenraad Bakker, Director of North-
western's Computer Center, was a
member of the organizing committee and
gave a presentation on existing and
planned computer facilities, and on their
use in the curriculum of Northwestern,
Dordt and Westmar Colleges. About 160
faculty members attended the workshop;
they were divided into 24 small groups
to discuss the use of computers in
their own subjects. Northwestern faculty
participating were Ron Takalo, Spanish;
Betty Vander Schaaf, English; Peter
Hansen, Chemistry; Phil Patton, Business;
Wayne Norman, Psychology; Gordon
Brumels, Mathematics; Coenraad Bakker,
Computer Science and Tom Vander
Zouwen, Word Processing. This rate of
participation indicates Northwestern's
leading position in the use of computers
as an educational tool.
News Briefs
Professor Ron Taka!o spoke at the CMA
Conference in Sioux Falls in April on the
use of Computer Assisted Instruction
in teaching foreign languages. He also
planned and hosted the Northwest Iowa
Foreign Language Teachers Spring
Conference on the campus in April.
Professor Kathy Pedersen participated in
the conference.
The Honorable Wilmer Rensink, a
member of the Iowa House of
Representatives, who is also a
member of the First Reformed
Church in Sioux Center, recently
delivered a Certificate of Recognition
from the House of Representatives
to Dr. Radandt. The text is as follows:
It having been made known to
the House of Representatives by
its Honorable Representative
Wilmer Rensink that Northwestern
College of Orange City is cele-
brating its centennial year; now
therefore, in consideration of the
foregoing, the House of
Representatives does hereby
extend its congratulations.
Witness our hands, this 12th day
of May, 1983.
(Signed) Speaker of the House of
• Representatives
Chief Clerk of the House
of Representatives.
We deeply appreciate the support
of The Hon. Wilbur Hensink and of
his colleagues in the Legislature.
•
Dr. Richard Mouw
Northwestern College honored Dr.
Richard Mouw with a Centennial Alumnus
Award at a dinner on Wednesday, April
20. Dr. Mouw, a professor of philosphy
at Calvin College, is a graduate of
Northwestern Junior College.
He spent three days on campus,
speaking in chapel, lecturing in classes
and giving a public lecture entitled
"What Does Christianity Have To Do
With Politics?"
His chapel topic was "Politics As An
Expression of Discipleship". He noted that
Jesus had compassion on the crowd,
not just on individuals, and declared
that Christians must also show this com-
passion in political action. He also
reminded faculty, staff and students
that those who are saved by the blood of
Christ have a common bond which sur-
passes any ties of human blood, and he
challenged them to overcome national
and ethnic prejudices when making
political decisions. All Christians owe
their primary allegiance to King Jesus, he
asserted, not to any earthly government.
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All of Richard and Elizabeth Koop-
man's seven children have graduated
from Reformed Church colleges, four
of them from Northwestern and three
from Central. The Koopmans attended
this year's commencement exercises
at Northwestern to see Steve and Stan
graduate. Charlotte graduated from
Northwestern in 1970; Darrell graduated
from Northwestern in 1974; Sherwin,
Helene and Rodney graduated from
Central. The Koopmans live in
Randolph, Wisconsin.
�~--~=-r------------------
Elsie M. Stouffer
Fellowship
Novelist Will Campbell was one of the
speakers at a literary festival held on the
campus in April, which consisted of a
series of lectures and films on the
theme "Religion and Regionalism". The
festival was co-sponsored by the Iowa
Humanities Board, Northwestern and
Oordt Colleges; Dr. Roy Anker of
Northwestern was one of the organizers.
Professor Bill Herzog, Chairman of the
Communication Studies Department,
reports that an audio production studio
has been added to the department's
facilities. KVDB radio donated equipment
far the studio, which gives students "hands
on" experience in the Introduction to
Radio course. He also reports that
Communication Studies majors and other
students are producing a campus news
program known as "Northwestern Week
in Review", which is shown regularly
on Channel 3, the cable system public
access channel in Orange City and Alton.
*****
Diane Wiese, an instructor in Physical
Education, received her Master of Science
degree from Springfield College in
Massachusetts in May.
*****
Professor Ian Johnston is spending
some time this summer at the Hawaii
Institute of Marine Biology continuing
a collaborative project with colleagues
from the U.C.L.A. Medical School in which
they are studying transplantation
immunology of typical sponges.
*****
Mr. Alfred E. Drake, former Director
of Development at Northwestern College
(1969-1976) earned the D. Min. degree at
Christian Theological Seminary at
Indianapolis, Indiana, in May. His dis-
sertation was titled: ''The Shape of
Textual Content; Playing the
Hermeneutical Game (Ephesians,
Colossians and Philemon)". Dr. Drake is
pastor of a Presbyterian Church in
Vincennes, Indiana.
Elsie M. Stouffer has provided an
endowment fund which will be used to
grant a fellowship to a female North-
western graduate each year. Applications
should be made to Roland Simmefink,
Director of Financial Aid, Northwestern
College, Orange City, Iowa 51041.
The recipient of the award must meet
these conditions: unmarried, Christian,
possessing poise and maturity, planning
a career in the diplomatic service or
counsellor service in Latin America,
proficient in Spanish, Portuguese or
French and a natural born citizen of the
United States. The recipient is urged to
consider doing her graduate work at the
University of Iowa or Stanford University.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L _
Agnes Steunenberg receives
retirement gift from Dr. Radandt.
Northwestern honored a number of
faculty and staff members at a dinner held
on the campus on April 29. Professors
Ben Wiese, Virgil Muilenburg, Earl W.
Kennedy and John Kaericher, and Mrs.
Agnes Steunenberg were presented with
20-year service plaques; Professor Steve
Pederson and Mr. John De Wild received
ten-year plaques.
*****
ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR
The Executive Committee of the
National Alumni Board is seeking
nominations for ALUMNUS OF THE
YEAR. If you know someone who can
be considered for this honor, please
send his/her name and the reason for
your choice to the Alumni Office.
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Doug Tensen, an Admissions Counselor
for the last three years, has decided to
attend Western Theological Seminary and
has been admitted to the Master of
Divinity degree program for the Fall. He
is a 1980 graduate of Northwestern.
*****
Arden Boersma ('79) presented a paper
which he co-authored at the 95th Session
of the Iowa Academy of Science at Luther
College in Decorah. He is a graduate
student at the University of Iowa.
*****
Professor Mike Yoder has served as
Director of the 1982 Mennonite Census
for the past two years, gathering data from
207 congregations in the United States
and Canada. Tom Vander Zouwen
of the Computer Center Staff and
Keith West rate, a NW student, have
assisted Mike in readying the data for
analysis. Mike recently read a paper at
the Midwest Sociological Society's
annual meeting in Kansas City in which
he presented the preliminary results of
the census.
*****
Professor George De Vries recently
read a paper on "Truman and the
Recognition of Israel" at the Second
Annual Presidential Conference on
"Harry Truman, the Man from
Independence" at Hofstra University in
New York. Professor De Vries reports
that he met Professor David Dykstra at
the conference. Professor Dykstra
recently retired from the History
Department at Hofstra; he is an alumnus
of Northwestern Classical Academy, a
former teacher at the Academy and a
former member of the Board of Trustees
of the college.
*****
Linda Storck, who attended North-
western from 1979 to 1981, recently
spent a semester on the S.S. Universe,
studying and visiting Japan, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, China, Indonesia, Sri Lanka,
India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece, Morocco
and Spain. She says her favorite countries
were Japan and Turkey; she found the
Japanese very friendly and was fascinated
by the Turkish city of Istanbul, "the meeting
place of Europe and Asia". The lessons
she learned: America does not have the
best technology, but is probably the most
materialistic nation; other countries
value education more than America does,
and their citizens know more about our
country than we do about theirs; people
are the same allover the world, sharing
fears and joys. Now that she is back at
the University of Pittsburgh she is
experiencing reverse culture shock, she
says.
*****
Homecoming at Northwestern will take
place during the weekend of October 29.
Special events are being planned, including
a Homecoming Parade. Carole Van Wyk
Schemper '69 and her committee, Barb
Lubbers '70, Dale Boone '61, Mary Lynn
Bogaard '71 and Ron Schneider '69, are
planning several events. Watch for further
announcements.
Students Help Blacks, Have "Eyes Opened"
By Cheryl Honken
Vicksburg, Miss., is a stately town - a
town that has pride in its heritage and its
heroes. Civil War relics are abundant in the
museums and souvenir shops of Vicksburg.
Elegantly designed and well-preserved
antebellum houses line the shaded side
streets and main thoroughfares.
However, if you venture off the beaten
track and explore the twisting side streets
you will see a different side of Vicksburg,
a side that has never known the pride and
wealth of neighbors two blocks away.
You'll see poverty-stricken black
families - hundreds of them -living in
shacks with collapsing roofs and termite-
infested floorboards. You'll see families
with five pre-school age children existing
in three-room shanties.
This is the side of Vicksburg that 25
Northwestern students experienced over
spring break. The students, along with
student ministries director, Lynn
Cheyney, and Heemstra Hall resident
director, Curt Weerheim, worked for one
week in Vicksburg repairing and painting
houses of poor blacks, doing what they
could to improve the living conditions
for a few needy families.
Most of the time the jobs were neither
pleasant nor easy. Take Miss Topps for
example. She is a sixty-year-old widow
who lives in a three-room shack on the
wooded outskirts of Vicksburg. Miss
Topps, a diabetic with One sighted eye
(she lost one in a farm accident) and only
a half a dozen teeth, has spent her entire
life in this house. The house has only a
small bedroom, kitchen and living room;
no indoor plumbing, no running water, no
closets or storage space, no insulation
except for a few pieces of thin cardboard
tacked to the inside walls, no modern
conveniences other than an ancient gas
stove tucked in the corner of the kitchen
a refrigerator and a black and white TV set.
Miss Topps' only source of water is a
cistern which catches all the rain water
from the house. For years Miss Topps'
backyard has served as her only garbage
dump, receiving all the discarded rubbish
of her simple existence.
A crew of eight Northwestern students
spent the whole week at this house,
using what little supplies they had to
improve it. They tarred the roof and
replaced the termite-eaten boards of the
front porch. They painted the drab card-
board walls with cheerful colors: green,
yellow, and blue. They also laid linoleum
in the kitchen, and laid carpeting and
built a small closet in the bedroom. Awhole
day was spent cleaning up Miss Topps'
yard and hauling away the ten-year ac-
cumulation of rubbish.
Miss Topps worked right alongside the
students, helping them sort through all
her belongings - deciding what to keep
and what to throw out. When the project
was finally completed, Miss Topps was
proud of her house for probably the first
time in her life, "Now it looks like sornettun'
a human should be livin' In," she
whispered. "Before. it was something only
an animal should have lived in."
Other Northwestern students were
painting and doing minor housing repairs.
Some spent three days painting the "We
Care" building. "We Care" is tne com-
munity service organization in Vicksburg
through which the students worked. The
organization, run by three full-time staff
members and numerous volunteers,
strives to meet the needs of the whole
person - spiritual, physical, economic
and mental - in Vicksburg.
They offer Bible studies, day care
centers, GED (high school equivalency)
preparatory classes, summer school, inter-
vention counseling, and much more to the
poverty-stricken in the city. "We Care" is
a non-profit organization, operating solely
on private donations. Most of its work is
done through the local churches in
Vicksburg, discovering the needs of the
people and implementing programs with
the churches' help.
The students who went to Vicksburg
stayed with families from neighborhood
black churches. In this way the students
experienced first-hand the culture and
views of the blacks in the deep south.
Probably one of the most shocking
things to NW student Gary Swart, She-
boygan, Wis., was the blacks' ingrained
feeling of inferiority to the whites. Gary,
who stayed with an elderly black lady
named Susie, recalled: "She'd cook us an
utterly fantastic meal, but never sit down
and eat it with us. Deep down inside, I
don't think she had the self-respect to
sit with us."
Another student, Steve Hielkema,
Orange City, was impressed with the
"simple faith" of Viola, the widow lady
he stayed with. "She had the attitude that
'God's going to take care of me,' she
never worried about anything," he said.
Lynn Cheyney, organizer of the group,
agreed with Steve, "God really met their
needs and was a living reality to them,"
she said.
Glenn Rozeboom, Sheldon, will always
remember that ..they are happy with so
little. I think we should all learn to be
satisfied with a lot less." Cathy Eekhoff,
a student from Kanawha, echoed Glenn's
feelings, saying, "1n light of all the needs
I saw, I will never be able to live anything
but a simple lifestyle."
Lynn feels that the students' eyes were
"opened to see a part of the world we'd
normally like to ignore. The desire to make
a difference was formed in many of the
students.l think if you see a different part
of the world you can't help to redirect
your focus."
One of the most memorable experiences
for Lynn was a conversation she held with
a nine-year-old black boy in Vicksburg.
"He really thought he didn't have a chance
in life. I'd never seen such a sense of
despair and hopelessness for the future
before," Lynn said. "I just wanted to give
them hopei"
Perhaps Brian Shiroma, a freshman
from Hawaii. best summed up the group's
experience. "I learned what poverty was,"
he said. "1 never really realized what it
was before, Everyone should go there for
one week. It's something you have to
experience for yourself. The best photo-
grapher or the best storyteller wouldn't
be able to begin to capture the things we
experienced or the things we learned"
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MARRIAGES
LOIS BUSEMAN ('76) and Gerald Selby
SANDRA STUDLEY ('79) and Douqlas Haan
KIRK TE GROOTENHUIS ('82) and STARLA
VAN RAVENSWAAY ('82)
WENDELL RENSINK ('83) and DONNA
NIEMEYER ('82)
SCOTT KIEL ('82) and Nan Grady
DOUGLAS SCHOLTEN ('82) and TAMELA
VANDER AARDE ('83)
SHERYL VANDER SCHAAF ('84) and Evan
Dale Grotenhuis
LYNN PATTON ('82) and John Schneider
GARY HEGSTAD ('82) and JULIE FAY VAN
HOVE ('82)
ERIC BOONE ('83) and NANCY ALDER INK
('83).
BIRTHS
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. GLENN VAN EKEREN
Daughter
Me. ('81) and Mrs. RANDY BRIESE (KEVA
VAN OTTERLOO ('83)
Daughter - Lynnsey Anne
Me. ('74) and Mrs. STURGIS VAN VUGT
Twin sons - Timothy John & Todd Eric
Mr. ('78) and Mrs.JEFF MEYN (CHERI
BLOCK '77)
Daughter - Carissa Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lonneman (CORRINE
BLOCK '82)
Son - Bradley Thomas
Capt. and Mrs. Steven Smith (JANNA
DYKSTRA '77)
Son - Andrew Lee, joins brother
Abraham Jan
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Dykens (LYNETTE
GROOTERS '741
,. Son - Nathaniel James
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. DEWAYNE INTVELD
Daughter - Rachel Andrea, joins sister
Janna Michelle
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Leavitt (LORNA
HULSTEIN '82)
Daughter - Jessica Anne
Mr. ('72) and Mrs. KIM SPRADLING
(CAROL BLOM '72)
Daughter - Sarah Elizabeth
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. JEFF ZWAGERMAN
Son - Jed David
Me. ('78) and Mrs. MERLYN TEN CLAY
(RHONDA VANDEN BERGE '79)
Daughter - Maria Joy
Mr. and Mrs, Brad Kamies (JAN
SIEFKEN '78)
Daughter - Beth Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth De Groot
(KATHLEEN KENNEDY '77)
Son - Matthew Allen
Mr. ('78) and Mrs. JAMES MICKELSON
(KIMBERLI WITTE '78)
Son - Adam Bryan
Mr and Mrs. Philip Doeschot (STEPHANIE
DURBAND '75)
Son - Andrew Philip
Dr. ('77) and Mrs. DAVID C. BOMGAARS
(ANITA PLANTAGE '77)
Son - Christopher David
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Van Roekel (LOIS
PALSMA '81)
Daughter - Rachel Ann
Mr. ('78) and Mrs. RODNEY DE JONG
KRISTIN MOUW '80)
Son - Anthony Clay
Mr. ('83) and Mrs. GREGORY PATTON
(NATALIE BRADBURN '83)
Son - Christopher Kenneth
Mr. ('81) and Mrs. GERALD DE JONG
(EVANGELYN MORTENSON '81)
Son - Peter Andrew
Rev. ('73) and Mrs. IRWIN VAN LEEUWEN
Daughter - Sheryl Lyn
Mr. and Mrs. David Moore (CARLA
KJORNESS '77)
Son - Daniel David
• Mr. ('79) and Mrs. MICHAEL ROEDER
(DIANNE DAGEL '81)
Daughter - Katrina Renae
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle De Zeeuw (HELEN
POLLEMA '71)
Daughter - Paige Elyce
Mr. ('84) and Mrs. JAMES R. HAUPERT
Daughter - Ashley Rochelle
Mr. ('79) and Mrs. MARK SCHNOES
Son - Michael Traver
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Shostak (JO ANN
JANSSEN '76)
Daughter - Teresa Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Patton (BARBARA
FREESE '71)
Son - Christopher James
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. NORBERT BRADLEY
(VERA DE BOER '73)
Daughter - Sarah Suzanne
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. MICHAEL HILBRANDS
Daughter - Kristina Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Sioover (DOROTHY
NANNENGA '77)
Daughter - Ashley Faith
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald De Kruif (FONDA
KOERSELMAN '73)
Daughter - Melanie Joy
Mr. ('73) and Mrs. KEITH MARRA (BERYL
RAYMOND '72)
Daughter - Reeann Morgan
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. JOHN KROHN (LEAH
TE BRINK '72)
Son - Nathaniel August
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. GAYLORD SCHELLING
Son - James Roger
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. LARRY LITTLEFIELD
Son - Patrick
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Porter (LINDA
HAMMERSTROM '77)
Son - Paul Andrew
Mr. ('84) and Mrs. DAVID VAN ROEKEL
Daughter· Natalie Jill
Mr. ('77) and Mrs. MARK DAVIS (ROSE
SCHMIDT '78)
Daughter - Hayley Rose
Mr. ('78) and Mrs. CARVELL PEARSON
(SANDY RICHTER '76)
Daughter - Elizabeth Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Vander Ley (BONNIE
DE BOER '80)
Son - Brian Lee
Mr. ('81) and Mrs. LENNY MAIS (JANE
VAN LOO '80)
Daughter ~Michelle Elaine
Mr. ('65) and Mrs. PAUL VANDER WEGE
(GERI VAN DAM '64)
Son - Ryan Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Traas (LORI DYKSTRA
'83)
Daughter - Melissa Ann
Mr. ('72) and Mrs. ROGER MIEDEMA
(JOLENE VAN GORP '71)
Son - Jayson R.
Mr. ('74) and Mrs ALAN VAN MEETEREN
Son - Bryant Alan
Rev. ('75) and Mrs. CARL BOERSMA
(AMY DE YOUNG '77)
Daughter - Kimberly Joy
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smit (ANN
HIETBRINK '76)
Daughter - Sara Beth
Mr. ('61) and Mrs. WAYNE HINRICHS
(JOANNE SCH UTTE '66)
Daughter - Leah Anne Kyung - By
adoption. She is nine years old.
Mr. ('78) and Mrs. ROBERTAHRENSTORFF
Daughter - Ashley June
Mr. ('77) and Mrs. DANNY MOHNI
Son - Cory Ray
NECROLOGY
GRACE REINDERS Schalekamp ('22)
died in February In Orange City at the
age of 79. She was born in 1903, married
William Schalekamp in 1929, and was a
lifetime resident of Orange City. She is
survived by her husband Bill, a custodian
for many years at Northwestern College,
and two daughters; MARY SCHALEKAMP
Van Marel ('53) and MYRA SCHALEKAMP
Kreykes. Mrs. Schalekamp had served
as a librarian at Northwestern for many
years.
TERRY DUITS ('61 & 58) passed away
March 15, 1983, at his home in Casper
Wyoming, at the age of 45. He is survived
by two daughters, his parents and a
brother and sister.
HULDA MUILENBERG De Jong ('12) died
March 22, 1983, at the Orange City
Hospital after. a long illness. She was 88.
She is survived by her husband and a son,
KOENRAAD ('58).
CORNELIUS LANDHUIS ('31) died recently
at his home in Early, Iowa, at the age of
75. He was born in 1908 at Kenneth,
Minnesota, attended Northwestern
College, Hope College, Iowa State
Teachers College in Cedar Falls, and the
University of Northern Iowa, He taught
school for many years and later served
as superintendent of schools at Magnolia,
Harris and Early, retiring in 1972. His
survivors include Dr. LEO LANDHUIS ('54)
of Columbia, Missouri, and Dr. JESSE
LANDHUIS ('60) of Fort Dodge, Iowa.
VELMA HENNING ('64) of Bentonville,
Arkansas, formerly of Rock Rapids, Iowa,
died recently in a Bentonville hospital.
The former Velma Otto was born in 1911.
She was a public school teacher in
Rock Rapids until her retirement in 1971.
WILLIS VAN ROEKEL ('38) passed away
recently at his home in Camas,
Washington.
GARRETT B. ROZEBOOM ('24) died
February 21,1983, in Zeeland, Michigan,
following a short illness. He was a
graduate of Western Theological Seminary
and had served churches in Muskegon,
Moorland and Lucas, Michigan, and in
Roseland, Minnesota. He retired in 1969
while pastor of the Ottawa Reformed
Church in Michigan.
HARRY VAN'T KERKHOFF ('20) passed
away at his home in Phoenix, Arizona. He
was born in Orange City in 1905, attended
Northwestern Classical Academy,
Central College and Western Theological
Seminary. He pastore d churches in
Michigan and Iowa from 1932 until 1947.
He served as a teacher at Cook Christian
Training School from 1949 until 1969,
when he retired.
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CLASS NOTES
The Class Notes have a
new format. By listing
them geographically
we hope to encourage
those living near each
other to get together.
Now you'll be able to
keep tabs on alumni
who move into your
area.
ARIZONA
'81 BARRY VERMEER is an electrician at
Tempe, Arizona. He was formerly ern-
played by Inter State Electric in Sioux
Center, Iowa.
CALIFORNIA
'73 TOM and DIANE (VANDER STOEP)
VANDER BROEK have moved to Mentone,
California, where Tom is doing mainte-
nance work for the Missionary Aviation
Fellowship. They plan to remain there for
approximately two years.
COLORADO
'23 THEODORE and MILDRED (STRAKS
'24) MANSEN are celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary on June 29, 1983.
Ted graduated from the Academy in 1923
and was a teacher there in 1929 and 1930.
Mildred, a 1924 graduate of the Academy,
taught in the Academy from 1931 to 1933.
Ted and Mildred had a double wedding
With EUNICE STRAKS ('26) and the Rev.
Cornelius De Jong. Both couples were
married by their fathers (the Rev. John
Straks lA, 1896) and the Rev. F. B. Mansen)
at the First Reformed Church of Maurice,
Iowa. Ted and Mildred are the parents of
four children. They retired from the active
ministry twelve years ago. Ted was a chap-
lain in the Army until 1965 and a member
of the Civil Air Patrol until June, 1981.
Ted graduated from Western Theological
Seminary in 1933 and is celebrating his
50th year since graduation as well as his
wedding anniversary this year.
'33 BERNARD DE COO" upon graduation
from Northwestern's Classical Academy,
attended the University of Denver where
he earned a degree in accounting. He
began his career with a real estate in-
vestment firm. In 1941 he was trained as
an FBI special agent in Washington, D.C~,
followed by an assignment to Detroit and
to New York State, then war-related
special assignments elsewhere in the
U.S.A. and Canada. In 1946 he was re·
assigned to Denver and remained there
until 1968, when he retired and spent six
months of leisure and travel. Then he spent
another seven years with a quasi-state
regulatory agency and retired again in
1975. He still recetveqjiome investigative
accounting assignments and had a limited
involvement in a small plastic-molding
plant. Bernard's family includes three
sons, Richard, David and Bruce, and five
grandchildren. Mr. and Mrs. De Cook con-
tinue to be active in the Episcopal Church
in Denver. They take periodic vacation trips.
FLORIDA
'76 GREGORY VERMEER, formerly of
Orange City, Iowa, and son of WALLACE
('50) and JOANNE (YONK) '51) VERMEER,
is a marine biologist for the Department
of Natural Resources. He is engaged in
lobster research. He is a graduate of
Georgia University at Athens, and he and
his wife Kimberly and daughter Leah Ann
live in Marathon, Florida.
HAWAII
'67 ROBERT E. STAAl, a captain in the
U.S.Army, is stationed in Honolulu,
Hawaii, and will soon leave for a one-year
assignment to South Korea.
ILLINOIS
'76 ANN HIETBRINK Smit lives with her
husband Art and two daughters in Chi-
cago Heights, Illinois, where Art is part-
owner of a family business, Smitty's
Excavating. They are both Involved in
church activities and Ann IS dotnq some
volunteer work in the community helping
senior citizens by escorting them on
shopping errands and to appointments.
IOWA
'47 JAMES S. BOOGERD and Mrs. Boogerd
(ELAINE DYKSTRA '48) are living in Sibley,
Iowa, where James is the pastor of the
Trinity Reformed Church. They recently
moved from Artesia, California.
'52 ARTHUR and SHIRLEY (SPIJKER '50)
VOGEL of Orange City will manage the
Wooden Shoe Factory in Orange City
upon semi-retirement of the original owner
Willem Jansen. Art and Shirley will not only
manufacture and retail wooden shoes dur-
ing the year, but will also sell orqlnal art,
antiques and accessones. Their new place
of business will be known as "The Old
Factory".
'59 HAROLD VAN WETTERING has been
promoted to First Vice President and
manager at the American State Bank of
Hospers, Iowa.
'66 GLADYS BLOEMENDAAL MULDER
resigned her position as first qrade
teacher in the Maurice-Orange City School
System after 20 years of service.
'66 GARY OE KOTER recently became
senior vice president of Harker's Inc. of
LeMars, Iowa.
'68 DWAYNE ALONS was promoted to the
rank of Major in the Air National Guard
last February 7. He has nearly 2,000 flying
hours with combat aircraft including the
F100 F4 and A-7D. Besides participating
in the Air National Guard, Dwayne farms
south of Boyden. His family includes his
wife the former CLARtCE AHLERS ('68),
two 'sons and two daughters.
'70 CARL JOHNSON was chosen Coach
of the Year for the Southwest District in
Iowa this past year. He is a teacher and
head football coach in Villisca, Iowa. He
was also invited to help coach the North-
South Shrine game this coming August.
'71 CALVIN CLEVERINGA was recently
promoted from Assistant Vice President
to Vice President at the American State
Bank of Hospers, Iowa.
'71 KENNETH BUSSEMA Ed.D. recently at-
tended a workshop in Omaha on therapy
forthe psychosomatic child. The workshop
was conducted by the Philadelphia Child
Guidance Clinic, one of the leaders in
family therapy education and treatment.
Bussema is a professor at Dordt College
and lives in Sioux Center. His wife is the
former EVELYN VAN REGENMORTER ('69)
'72 LYLE D. VANDER BROEK was ap-
pointed assistant professor of New Testa-
ment at the University of Dubuque Theo-
logical Seminary. Prior to accepting this
position, he served as instructor of phi-
losophy and religion at Central Colleqe.
Pella, Iowa. Vander Broek earned his
master of Divinity degree from We.ste.rn
Theological Seminary in Holland, Michigan,
in 1975 and his Master of Philosophy
degree in 1980 from Drew University In
Madison, NJ. From 1975-77 Vander Broek
was pastor of the Washington Reformed
Church in Ackley, Iowa, and from there he
moved to Madison, NJ, where he ":'lasa
teaching fellow at Drew Univeraity 101978.
In 1979-80 he was Pastor of Outreach
at the Second Reformed Church in Irving-
ton NJ and in 1981-82 he was on the
faculty 'of Hope College as an assistant
professor. Lyle and his wife Rachel have
two children, Matthew and Nathan.
PETER ZEVENBERGEN is serving as
Director of the Northwest Iowa Mental
Health Center in Spencer, IA. He holds a
master's degree in Social Work from the
University of Iowa. He formerly ~eld a
psychiatric social work P?Sltlon 10Des
Moines and also taught fifth grade at
Ankeny, Iowa.
'73JOHN VANDE WEERD, a teacher-Coach
at Harris-Lake Park Schools in Iowa, re-
ports that his 1983 wrestling team took third
place in the Class 1-A Iowa Wrestling
State Tournament. The team also won four
invitational tournaments this year and had
an undefeated 9-0 dual meet record. He
had five wrestlers qualify for the state,
with three second-place finishers and one
third-place finisher in their individual.
weight classes. His 1982 team w~s eiqhth
in the state with a second and third place
finisher. Th~t team also won 4 invitationals,
the district title, and finished 8-1 in duals.
'74 LYNETTE GROOTERS became Mrs.
Hal Dykens in January, 1981. She is Ii.ving
in Mitchellville, Iowa, where she IS dOI~g
social work with Heartland Area Education.
CINDY RUNGER recently moved from
Le Mars to Sheldon, where she is em-
ployed in the bookkeeping department of
the Security State Bank.
ROBERT D. MARS has become the.
principal of Kinsey Elementary School 10
the Sioux Center School system. H~ has
served as a fifth-grade teacher at Kinsey
for the past six years.
ANDREA VAN BEEK has been named
to a task force to study Iowa's liquor
system by Governor Terry Branstad. Van
Beek, an attorney and trust officer of t.he
Sioux County State Bank of Orange City
and other area banks, is a former member
of the Iowa Beer and Liquor Control
Council.
BETH SCHUTTE Thole of Spencer,
Iowa has been a first-grade teacher in the
Spencer schools for the past eight years.
She recently received an M.A. degree I.n
elementary administration from the Uni-
versity of Northern Iowa. Beth and her
husband Michael now live at Sibley, Iowa
where Michael serves as the Osceola
County Attorney.
'76 JAMES and PAM (MENNINGA '79) .
VERMEERrecently moved to Orange City
from Rock Rapids. Jim represents Amen-
can Family Insurance.
'78 TERRY and KATHY (VERDOORN '79)
VAN BERKUM are living in Rock Rapid~,
where Terry is employed at Inga's Cloth 109
Store. They formerly lived in Clinton, IA.
MARILYN (TJEERDSMA) FEEKES is
serving as a part-time technologist ~t the
Orange City Hospital. Upon graduation
from Northwestern, she attended the
Lincoln School of Medical Technology,
Lincoln, NE.
'79 MARK and DEBRA (TIMMERMAN '82)
VOSSare living in Ames, Iowa, where Mark
is employed by the Department of Trans-
portation as a Driver's License Examiner.
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'80 RODNEYHOPwas recognized during
medical laboratory week at the Municipal
Hospital in Orange City. Besides attending
Northwestern, he attended the Sioux.
Valley School of Medical Technology In
Sioux Falls. He has been working in the tab
at the Orange City Hospital since 1980.
BRIAN VOSS is temporarily employed
at the Ackley Food Processing Plant in
Ackley, Iowa.
'81 KENNETH VAN KEKERIX is a com-
mercial loan officer at the Northwesten
State Bank in Orange City. He was fo~~erIY
employed by Williams and Co., Certified
Public Accountants, in Orange City.
SHARI (PEUSE) Baker is a laboratory
supervisor at the Orange Cit~ Municipal
Hospital. She attended the SIOUXValley
Hospital School of Medical Technoloqy in
Sioux Falls. She received special recog-
nition during the National Medical Labora-
tory Week in April.
'82 EVONNE (VANDER WILT) Blankers re-
cently completed a five-month training
program with Syntex in Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia, as a professional medical.repre-.
sentative. Evonne, who majored 10musrc
education and elementary education,
resides with her husband, GARY
BLANKERS '81, in Sioux City, Iowa.
TOM and LA VON (STOCK '78) TANNER
are living in Eagle Grove, Iowa, where
Tom is employed by Equimco Construction.
La Von is employed as a secretary by
Georqia-Paciflc in Fort Dodge.
RICK BRINK has resigned his position
as vocal music instructor at the Primghar
Public School. He tentatively plans to
join a traveling choral group.
MARILYN BAKER and her husband,
Keith, recently moved from Hartley to
Sheldon, where Marilyn is employed at
Handicap Village.
WILLIAM KEPPwas recently promoted
to officer status at the Northwestern State
Bank in Orange City. Bill joined the bank in
May of 1982 and interned In the auditinq
department of the Security National Bank
of Sioux City for a period of time before
assuming his duties in Orange City.
'84 HARVEY and PENNY (KRANTZ '82)
COOK are living in Orange City, where
Harvey is employed at the Hope Haven
residence.
KANSAS
'70 HARRY R. TYSEN, Chaplain at Asbury
Hospital, Salina, KS, was certified as a
professional chaplain by the College .of
Chaplains at its 37th annual conv~~tlo.n
in San Diego last March 20-23. Certification
by the College of Chaplains is granted to
those who meet high professional stand-
ards. The qualifications include college
and theological seminary ceqrees (or the
equivalent), one year of expenence as a
chaplain and a minimum of one. year of
special clinical pastoral education under
supervision. Approval as a certified chap-
lain means that Chaplain Tysen has been
admitted as a Fellow in the College of
Chaplains. The 1700-member organization
of professional chaplains, representi!1g
thirty denominations and all three faith
groups, admitted 104 new Fellows durtnq
the annual convention. Harry ISmarried to
the former LINDA AALBERTS, and they
are the parents of two sons.
KENTUCKY
'76 EARL SMITH is pastoring a Reformed
Church in McKee, Kentucky.
'77 JANNA DYKSTRASmith received a mas-
ter's degree in library Science i~ January
from Spalding College In Louisville, Ken-
tucky. Janna, her husband, Captain Steven
Smith and their two sons Abraham Jan and
Andrew Lee, live in Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
MASSACHUSETTS
'78 STEPHEN A. MACCHIA was ordained
to the Christian Ministry at Grace Chapel,
Lexington, Massachusetts, on Sunday,
April 10. A graduate of Northwestern (SA
in Education) and Gordon-Conwell Theo-
logical Seminary (M. Div.), Steve has
served on the pastoral staff at Grace
Chapel since June, 1978. He and his wife,
the former RUTH BROEK ('80), are also
resident managers of a historic home in
Lexington.
MICHIGAN
'59 RICHARD MOUW, Ph.D., was honored
as a special alumnus of the Centennial
Year during the month of April. Currently
a professor of philosophy at Calvin College
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Dr. Mouw gave
lectures at chapel services and before
classes and other small groups.
'72 DOUGLAS VAN AARTSEN is presently
pastoring the Church of the Redeemer
(RCA) in Royal Oak, Michigan. Previously
he taught and coached at Sentral of Fen-
ton and Milford Community Schools in
Iowa. He is a graduate of Western Theo-
logical Seminary. His wife is the former
Sharon Bouwman, and they are the par-
ents of Rebecca Jean.
MINNESOTA
'33 EDWIN J. AALBERTS and his wife,
Mary Ann, have been retired for the past
five years and have been living half of
each year in Tucson,Arizona, and the other
half at their lake home in Bemidji, MN.
A graduate of Northwestern Academy and
Junior College, Hope College, and the
University of Michigan, Ed has taught in
elementary school, junior college and on
the university level. Most of his positions
have been in administration; he was Dean
at Northwestern in Orange City and at
Ellsworth Junior College, and registrar at
Bemidji State University. His career was
interrupted by four years of military duty.
He was the recipient of a Fulbright Can-
sultantship to the University of Teheran,
Iran, for one year, which offered his family
an exciting year of living abroad and ex-
tensive travel. Ed reports that he enjoys
his retirement immensely, and that he
enjoys many leisure time activities. He and
Mary Ann continue to be active at the
Presbyterian Church in Bemidji.
'84 RODNEY and KAREN E. (CAMPBELL
'82) VELDHUIZEN are both students at the
University of Mankato, Minnesota.
MONTANA
'82 DEBRA GROEN was again chosen
from many applicants of a Christian
Ministry in the National Parks to serve
as Director of Christian Education at
Glacier National Park in Montana. She
will provide the Christian Education at
the park and assist with worship services,
Bible studies, campground calling and
other ministry activities. She will also hold
a secular job with Glacier Park Company,
Inc. Last summer Deb served on the staff
at Grand Teton National Park in Wyoming
as the Director of Music at Jackson Lake
Lodge. She graduated in May from Iowa
State University with a B.S. degree in
Housing and Near Environment and a
Designs Studies minor. Deb's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Don Groen (JOYCE VAN
ROEKEL '54) of Maurice.
NEBRASKA
'82 SCOTT KIEL recently completed a five-
month training program with Syntex, Palo
Alto, California, as a professional medical
representative. He is working in the Grand
Island, Nebraska area.
NEW JERSEY
'79 SANDRA (STUDLEY) Haan and her
husband, Douglas, are both teaching at
the Dawn Treader School, an inner-city
Christian School in Paterson, New Jersey.
'81 TOM BEHRENS, son of Gerald and
JOYCE HICKMAN ('51) Behrens, is a recent
graduate oftheAmerican Graduate School
of International Management in Glendale
AZ. Founded in 1946, AGSI M is a privately'
owned school and was the first to grant
the Master of International Management
degree. It is the only graduate school
of its kind in the U.S. devoted exclusively
to training college graduates for inter-
national careers. The M.I.M. degree course
includes study in world business, modern
languages and international studies. Tom
holds the position of Executive Assistant
to the President of the American Leprosy
Missions in Bloomfield, NJ. ALM is a
Christian health organization devoted to
finding, treating and curing the estimated
15 million leprosy sufferers in the world
today, with the ultimate goal of eradi-
cation of the disease by the year 2000.
'54 ARIE R. BROUWER will become Deputy
General Secretary of the World Council
of Churches in September, 1983. He is
presently General Secretary of the Re-
formed Church in America, with offices in
New York City. His new office will be in
Geneva, Switzerland. Brouwer's responsi-
bilities will include administration of the
WCC's "Programme Unit II: Justice and
Service". There are five main organiza-
tions in this section of the WCC's structure.
They carry on ministries of aid, develop-
ment and health, and pursue Christian
concern for just international affairs and
and an end to racism. Since 1979, Brouwer
has been a member of the Central Com-
mittee of the WCC. He has served churches
in Byron Center, Michigan and Passaic,
New Jersey. Mrs. Brouwer is the former
HARRIET KORVER ('54). They are the
parents of four children and they presently
live at Glen Rock, NJ.
NEW YORK
'41 BERNARD BRUNSTING will be preach-
ing at the American Protestant Church in
Paris this summer. Preaching and speak-
ing assignments in recent years have
taken Dr. and Mrs. Brunsting around the
world as chaplain on the world cruise of
the Rotterdam and to Russia (two sum-
mers), China, Africa, Asia, Europe and
South America. Dr. Brunsting is a minister
of Christ Church on Quaker Hill in Pawling,
NY, where Lowell Thomas and Thomas
Dewey were active members and where
Dr. and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale attend
when at their home on Quaker Hill. Dr.
Brunsting has served on the Board of
Trustees at Northwestern College and as
president of the General Synod of the
Reformed Church in America. He is the
author of several books, including the best
seller "He Is Not Gone" published by
Zondervan.
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OHIO
'69 MAGNOLIA JACKSON, Ph.D., is cur-
rently an assistant professor of social work
at Cleveland, Ohio State University. She
received her master's degree from the
University of Denver and was named the
outstanding graduate student in 1971.
She earned her doctorate from Case
Western Reserve University at Cleveland.
Magnolia recently spent three days at
Northwestern College speaking to chapel
groups and classes on "Scholarship as an
Expression of Discipleship."
OKLAHOMA
'64 ARLIN PLENDER of Oklahoma City
recently became the president of the
Wilshire Bank in Oklahoma.
SOUTH DAKOTA
'39 GERALD DE JONG, professor of history
at the University of South Dakota at
Vermillion, has been invited to participate
in a June conference at the University
of Cologne, Germany. The four-day con-
ference is being held in recognition of the
300th anniversary of the first group migra-
tion of Germans to the American colonies,
many of whom belonged to the German
Reformed Church. Dr. De Jong was asked
to participate in the conference because
of his expertise in the history of the Re-
formed Church during the colonial period.
Dr. De Jong is the author of several
books, including "From Strength to
Strength", a history of Northwestern
College recently written for the celebration
of Northwestern's Centennial Year.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
'79 DAN KAPPERS, a recent graduate of
Harvard Law School, is serving on the
staff of Senator Abner of South Dakota,
in Washington, D.C. Mrs. Kappers is the
former SUE ALDERINK '79.
JAPAN 0 «,,;<t.
'77 MARK and BARB (HUBERS '76) report
that they are gradually learning the
Japanese language and are becoming
better able to communicate with their col-
leagues there. Mark was recently listed
as one of the five authors/compilers of
a book published by Sansyusya Publishing
Co. Ltd. entitled "Basic Practice to English
Pronounciation". Barb says she is pretty
excited about being able to have a talk
with the chaplain for the first time in three
years (the chaplain doesn't speak English)
and that they feel that finally the real
world is opening up to them. Their son
Andrew speaks better Japanese than
English. Their son John, although too
young to speak yet, is learning to bow
gracefully! The Drakes send greetings to
all of their friends.
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A Letter to All Alumni
May 15. 1983
Dear Northwestern Alumnus:
Greetings to you all from your fellow alumni!
We have passed the Century mark in the age at Northwestern College but feel the vibrant enthusiasm of youth in our on-going,
growing college. We are seeing increased enrollment each year, an expanded curriculum, additional staff, new buildings· all giving
us something to be proud of and to enjoy.
The Northwestern College National Alumni Association welcomes Don Vander Stoep as full time director to be on campus and, in time,
to help us become financially independent. This in turn will help the college financially, and we hope to bring in more students from the
families of the alumni.
We need your membership to help us realize this goal. Come join us in this new venture. Membership is just $5.00 for an individual,
or $10.00 for a household, per year.
What will membership mean? It will mean that:
• You will help make the Alumni Association a self-supporting organization.
• You will indicate your deep loyalty to Northwestern.
• You will have an opportunity to associate with others who are part bf the Northwestern family.
• You will have an active voice in determining Northwestern's future.
• You wll pay back part of Northwestern's investment in you.
• You will receive a membership certificate and campus publications, and you will participate in alumni activities on campus and
through alumni chapters.
• You will receive discounts on special items, such as Souvenirs available only through the Alumni Office. You will also get two
free passes to any athletic event per $1a membership, or one per $5 membership; two free passes to one play or movie per $10
membership; and two passes to one activity at the De Witt Physical Fitness Center. When on campus stop at the Alumni Office for
your passes to the Rowenhorst Student Center. You will also get a discount on car rentals nation-wide.
Please visit the campus whenever possible. We are looking forward to a super Homecoming this year' OCTOBER 29, 1983. Watch
for news of it and make plans now to attend!
BETTY A. FERRELL '63
Membership Chairman
A Ralph Mouw Scholarship Fund has been established; it will be used to give financial assistance
to students. Those who wish to express their appreciation for Ralph's service to Northwestern are
urged to mail checks, payable to Ralph Mouw Scholarship, to the Development Department,
Northwestern College, Orange City, IA 51041.
